
Additional information or comments;

Dentist contact details

  He/she may use motions such 
as flapping hands to stimulate 
sensation or deal with stress

 He/she does not react to pain  

 He/she reacts to pain by . . . .

  He/she not like strange smells, 
textures or tastes

  He/she finds that loud noises 
may cause distress

 He/she finds that sudden    
 movements may cause distress

  Guidelines

to help familiarise 

children and  

young people with 

additional support 

needs with the 

dental surgery



To enable the dental team to 
manage the session appropriately, 
please tick the statements which 
best describes your child/young 
person’s requirements:

 He/she requires minimum  
 waiting time

  He/she has difficulty with 
speaking and reading

 He/she would like you to explain   
 and demonstrate the procedure in  
 depth prior to starting

 He/she prefers a direct request

 He/she is extremely sensitive 
 to light

  He/she is extremely sensitive to 
light and it may trigger a seizure

 

 Key Oral Health Messages

Teeth should be brushed in the 
morning after breakfast and last 
thing before going to bed with a 
fluoride toothpaste. It is important 
that this routine is established, 
if it cannot be achieved discuss 
alternative options with the 
dentist.

Encourage individuals to spit 
out the toothpaste but not 
to actively rinse with water 
after brushing. There is a 10% 
reduction in caries experience 
in those who don’t rinse their 
mouth out with water.

Food and drinks containing sugar 
should be restricted to mealtimes. 
The more often teeth are exposed 
to sugar the more likely they are 
to tooth decay.

Avoid giving sweet treats as 
rewards. Use alternatives 
such as listening to a favourite 
story/tune and use reward 
charts, stickers, toys to 
recognise progress and 
positive behaviour.

Visits to the dentist should be 
dependant on the needs of the 
individual.

  Storybook

A storybook with pre recorded 
messages has been provided to 
help familiarise your child with the 
surgery setting.

To ensure maximum effect we 
recommend that you discuss 
the contents of the storybook 
on several occasions prior to the 
dental appointment. The storybook 
will provide a focus for you to 
discuss:

• The purpose of the visit
• Identify members of the team
• Equipment that may be used
• Protective clothing
• Any concerns your child may have

We have also provided written text 
to allow you and your child to read 
the words and follow along with 
the narrator. Should the equipment 
fail or the narrators voice is 
deleted, you will still be able to use 
the book by reading the words.

Other resources have been 
specially selected to distract,  
relax and enhance your child/
young person’s experience 
including a light projector, DVD 
player and selected toys. These 
include a light projector, DVD 
player and selected toys.


